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Sites in over 60 countries
7 English language markets in our sample



+ Since 2004, Indeed has given job seekers free access to millions of jobs from 
thousands of company websites and job boards

+ Indeed is the #1 job site in the world (comSore Total Visits, March 2019), with 
over 250 million unique visitors every month (Google Analytics, Unique Visitors, 
September 2018)

+ Indeed has 150 million resumes worldwide (December 2018)

+ In February of 2019 comScore estimated that 73% of US online job seekers search 
for jobs on Indeed (per month)



Mismatch:
Comparing the distribution of job seekers

with the distribution of job postings







Mismatch units: percentage of job seekers 
that would need to change categories 

for all categories to have the same S/V ratio.

 

We use a dissimilarity index (Duncan and Duncan, 1955) 
to compare the distribution of job seekers and vacancies:

count of category i job seekers 

total count
of job seekers

count of category i vacancies 

 total count of 
vacancies

Mismatch



Mismatch Formula Example
Mismatch with only 2 Categories

2 Job Seekers (Shealth)
3 Vacancies (Vhealth)

Shealth

Vhealth
= 2

3

3 Job Seekers (Sretail)
2 Vacancies (Vretail)

Sretail

Vretail
= 3

2

We need to move one 
job seeker (20%) from 
retail to health to have 

the category S/V 
ratios equal the overall 

ratio. 
Mismatch

Mismatch



Data



Data

+ Vacancies: - job openings from JOLTS 

- job postings from Indeed

+ Job Seekers: - unemployed from CPS 

- employed and experienced unemployed on Indeed 

based on recent resumes (updated within that month)

-(employed and unemployed clicks on Indeed job postings) 

+ Monthly frequency, by industry or by normalized job title (>6000 titles)

>150 TB of source data 



Sources: BLS and Indeed



Results
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Within State Mismatch





Cross Country Comparisons
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Interpretation



Mismatch is slightly declining.  What does this mean?

+ Jobs look to be evolving towards job seekers in terms of title shares.  

+ Economic recovery is bringing jobs back.  

+ Job seekers also evolving towards jobs, but they’re not the main driver.



Future Work

+ Career switchers

+ Mismatch by job seeker features

+ Further state level analysis 

+ Natural rate of mismatch



For more of our research, visit
hiringlab.org

http://ads.indeed.com/
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